Abstract Modern data-driven systems often require classifiers capable of dealing with streaming imbalanced data and concept changes. The assessment of learning algorithms in such scenarios is still a challenge, as existing online evaluation measures focus on efficiency, but are susceptible to class ratio changes over time. In case of static data, the area under the receiver operating characteristics curve, or simply AUC, is a popular measure for evaluating classifiers both on balanced and imbalanced class distributions. However, the characteristics of AUC calculated on time-changing data streams have not been studied. This paper analyzes the properties of our recent proposal, an incremental algorithm that uses a sorted tree structure with a sliding window to compute AUC with forgetting. The resulting evaluation measure, called prequential AUC, is studied in terms of: visualization over time, processing speed, differences compared to AUC calculated on blocks of examples, and consistency with AUC calculated traditionally. Simulation results show that the proposed measure is statistically consistent with AUC computed traditionally on streams without drift and comparably fast to existing evaluation procedures. Finally, experiments on real-world and synthetic data showcase characteristic properties of prequential AUC compared to classification accuracy, G-mean, Kappa, Kappa M, and recall when used to evaluate classifiers on imbalanced streams with various difficulty factors.
Introduction
In many data mining applications, e.g., in sensor networks, banking, energy management, or telecommunication, the need for processing rapid data streams is becoming more and more common [50] . Such demands have led to the development of classification algorithms that are capable of processing instances one by one, while using limited memory and time. Furthermore, due to the non-stationary characteristics of streaming data, classifiers are often additionally required to react to concept drifts, i.e., changes in definitions of target classes over time [20] . To fulfill these requirements, several data stream classification algorithms have been proposed in recent years; for their review see, e.g., [7, 14, 20] .
An important issue when learning classifiers from streaming environments is the way classifiers are evaluated. Traditionally, the predictive performance of a static classifier is measured on a separately curated set of testing examples [31] . However, batch techniques are not applied in streaming scenarios, where simpler and less costly incremental procedures are used, such as interleaving testing with training [33] . Moreover, since data streams can evolve over time, predictive abilities of classifiers are usually calculated with forgetting, i.e., sequentially on the most recent examples [21] . As a result, stream classifiers are mostly evaluated using the least computationally demanding measures, such as accuracy or error rate.
Nevertheless, simple evaluation measures are not sufficient for assessing classifiers when data streams are affected by additional complexity factors. In particular, this problem concerns class imbalance, i.e., situations when one of the target classes is represented by much less instances than other classes [27] . Class imbalance is an obstacle even for learning from static data, as classifiers are biased toward the majority classes and tend to misclassify minority class examples [10] . In such cases, simple performance metrics, such as accuracy, give overly optimistic estimates of classifier performance [41] . That is why, for static imbalanced data researchers have proposed several more relevant measures such as precision/recall, sensitivity/specificity, G-mean, and, in particular, the area under the ROC curve [26, 27] .
The area under the ROC curve, or simply AUC, summarizes the relationship between the true and false positive rate of a binary classifier, for different decision thresholds [18] . Several authors have shown that AUC is more preferable for classifier evaluation than total accuracy [29, 30, 41] , making it one of the most popular metrics for static imbalanced data. However, in order to calculate AUC one needs to sort a given dataset and iterate through each example. This means that AUC cannot be directly computed on large data streams, as this would require scanning through the entire stream after each example. That is why, the use of AUC for data streams has been limited only to estimations on periodical holdout sets [28, 44] or entire streams [13, 36] , making it either potentially biased or computationally infeasible for practical applications.
To address these limitations, in an earlier paper [9] we introduced a new approach for calculating AUC. We presented an efficient algorithm, which incorporates a sorted tree structure with a sliding window as a forgetting mechanism, making it both computationally feasible and appropriate for concept-drifting streams. As a result, we have introduced a new evaluation measure, called prequential AUC, suitable for assessing classifiers on evolving data streams.
To the best of our knowledge, prequential AUC is the first proposal for efficiently calculating AUC on drifting data streams. Nonetheless, the properties of this new evaluation measure have not been thoroughly investigated in our previous work [9] . Thus, the aim of this paper is to carry out a detailed study of basic properties of prequential AUC, which in our view include the following issues.
First, we will analyze whether prequential AUC leads to consistent results with traditional AUC calculated on stationary data streams. For this purpose, we will use the definitions of consistency and discriminancy proposed by Huang and Ling [30] . Although the computation of traditional batch AUC is infeasible for real streams, it nevertheless serves as the best AUC estimate for data without concept changes. Moreover, the proposed measure will be compared with earlier attempts at using AUC to assess stream classifiers, in particular those based on block processing [28, 44] . Additionally, we perform a series of experiments, which analyze the use of different AUC calculation procedures for visualizing concept changes over time and assess the processing speed of the proposed measure. Finally, we compare and characterize classifier evaluations made by AUC and other measures commonly used for imbalanced data: G-mean, recall, and the Kappa statistic. For this purpose, we design a series of synthetic datasets that simulate various difficulty factors, such as high class imbalance ratios, sudden and gradual ratio changes, minority class fragmentation (small disjuncts), appearing minority class subconcepts, and minority-majority class swaps.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
-Section 4.1 discusses the applicability of prequential AUC to performance visualization over time, for stationary and drifting streams; -Section 4.2 analyzes the consistency and discriminancy of prequential AUC compared to AUC computed traditionally on an entire stationary dataset; -Section 5.3 summarizes experiments performed to evaluate the speed of the proposed measure; -Section 5.4 analyzes parameter sensitivity of prequential AUC; -Section 5.5 compares prequential AUC to other class imbalance evaluation measures on a series of streams involving various difficulty factors.
Section 2 provides basic background for the conducted study and covers related work. To make the paper self-contained, in Sect. 3 we recall our algorithm [9] for computing AUC online with forgetting. Sections 5.1 and 5.2 summarize the experimental setup and used datasets. Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses potential lines of future research. All of the algorithms described in the paper are implemented in Java as part of the MOA framework [3] and are publicly available.
from online learning [39] and is used in data stream mining literature to denote algorithms that base their functioning only on the most recent data, rather than the entire stream. Prequential accuracy was the first measure for evaluating stream classifiers, which worked according to the aforementioned predictive-sequential procedure. The authors of [21] have shown that computing accuracy only using the most recent examples, instead of the entire stream, is more appropriate for continuous assessment and drift detection. However, it is worth noting that prequential accuracy inherits the weaknesses of traditional accuracy, that is, variance with respect to class distribution and promoting majority class predictions in imbalanced data. Recent works have also introduced the use of prequential recall [46] , i.e., class-specific accuracy; however, such a measure must be recorded for each single class. A popular way of combining information about many imbalanced classes is the use of the geometric mean (G-mean) of all class-specific accuracies [35] , which has also been recently recognized in online learning [47] . Finally, for imbalanced streams Bifet and Frank [2] proposed to prequentially calculate the Kappa statistic with a sliding window. The Kappa statistic (κ) is an alternative to accuracy, that may be seen as the probability of outperforming a base classifier. Furthermore, this metric has been recently extended to take into account class skew (κ m ) [4] and temporal dependence (κ per ) [49] .
Area under the ROC curve
The receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve is a graphical plot that visualizes the relation between the true positive rate and the false positive rate for a classifier under varying decision thresholds [18] . It was first used in signal detection to represent the trade-off between hit and false alarm rates [15] ; however, it has also been extensively applied in medical diagnosis [37] and, more recently, to evaluate machine learning algorithms [17, 41] . Unlike single point metrics, the ROC curve compares classifier performance across the entire range of class distributions, offering an evaluation encompassing a wide range of operating conditions.
The area under the ROC curve, or AUC, is one of the most popular classifier evaluation metrics for static imbalanced data [31] . Its basic interpretation and calculation procedure can be explained by analyzing the way in which ROC curves are created. If we denote examples of two classes distinguished by a binary classifier as positive and negative, the ROC curve is created by plotting the proportion of positives correctly classified (true positive rate) against the proportion of negatives incorrectly classified (false positive rate). If a classifier outputs a score proportional to its belief that an instance belongs to the positive class, decreasing the classifier's decision threshold (i.e., the score above which an instance is deemed to belong to the positive class) will increase both true and false positive rates. Varying the decision threshold results in a piecewise linear curve, called the ROC curve, which is presented in Fig. 1 . AUC summarizes the plotted relationship in a scalar metric by calculating the area under the ROC curve.
The popularity of AUC for static data comes from the fact that it is invariant to changes in class distribution. If the class distribution changes in a test set, but the underlying classconditional distributions from which the data are drawn stay the same, the ROC curve will not change [48] . Moreover, for scoring classifiers it has a very useful statistical interpretation as the expectation that a randomly drawn positive example receives a higher score than a random negative example. Therefore, it can be used to assess machine learning algorithms which are used to rank cases, e.g., in credit scoring, customer targeting, or churn prediction. Furthermore, AUC is equivalent to the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney (WMW) U statistic test of ranks [24] . It is worth mentioning that this statistical interpretation led to the development of algorithms that are capable of computing AUC without building the ROC curve itself, by counting the number of positive-negative example misorderings in the ranking produced by classifier scores [48] . Additionally, several researchers have shown that for static data AUC is a more preferable classifier evaluation measure than total accuracy [30] .
Nonetheless, the use of AUC for evaluating classifier performance has been challenged in a publication by Hand et al. [23] . Therein, the authors derive a linear relationship between a classifier's expected minimum loss and AUC under a classifier-dependent distribution over cost proportions. In other words, the authors have shown that the fact that two classifiers have equal AUC does not necessarily imply they have equal expected minimum loss. To amend this deficiency, Hand et al. [23] proposed an alternative for allowing fairer comparisons: the H-measure. However, this criticism concerns using AUC to assess classification performance, and does not affect its usefulness for evaluating ranking performance. Moreover, the relationship between AUC and expected loss is classifier-dependent only if one takes into account solely optimal thresholds [19] . This is especially of note in the context of data stream mining, as due to concept drift an optimal threshold for a part of the stream will be suboptimal after a change occurs. Therefore, if one anticipates concept or data distribution changes, it might be better to consider classification performance for all thresholds created by a classifier, which is exactly what AUC is measuring [19] . Despite the fact that it has been surrounded with some controversy, AUC still remains one of the most used measures under imbalanced domains; for a broader discussion and extensions of AUC see [6] .
AUC has also been used for data streams, however, in a very limited way. Some researchers chose to calculate AUC using entire streams [13, 36] , while others used periodical holdout sets [28, 44] . Nevertheless, it was noticed that periodical holdout sets may not fully capture the temporal dimension of the data [33] , whereas evaluation using entire streams is neither feasible for large datasets nor suitable for drift detection. It is also worth mentioning that an algorithm for computing AUC incrementally has also been proposed [5] , yet one which calculates AUC from all available examples and is not applicable to evolving data streams.
Although the cited works show that AUC is recognized as a measure which should be used to evaluate data stream classifiers, until now it has been computed the same way as for static data. In the following section, we present a simple and efficient algorithm for calculating AUC incrementally with forgetting, which we previously introduced in [9] . Later, we investigate the properties of the resulting evaluation measure with respect to classifiers for evolving imbalanced data streams.
Prequential AUC
As AUC is calculated on ranked examples, we will consider scoring classifiers, i.e., classifiers that for each predicted class label additionally return a numeric value (score) indicating the extent to which an instance is predicted to be positive or negative. Furthermore, we will limit our analysis to binary classification. It is worth mentioning that most classifiers can produce scores, and many of those that only predict class labels can be converted to scoring classifiers. For example, decision trees can produce class-membership probabilities by using Naive Bayes leaves or averaging predictions using bagging [40] . Similarly, rule-based classifiers can be modified to produce instance scores indicating the likelihood that an instance belongs to a given class [16] .
We propose to compute AUC incrementally after each example using a special sorted structure combined with a sliding window forgetting mechanism. It is worth noting that, since the calculation of AUC requires sorting examples with respect to their classification scores, it cannot be computed on an entire stream or using fading factors without remembering the entire stream. Therefore, for AUC to be computationally feasible and applicable to evolving concepts, it must be calculated using a sliding window.
A sliding window of scores limits the analysis to the most recent data, but to calculate AUC, scores have to be sorted. To efficiently maintain a sorted set of scores, we propose to use the red-black tree data structure [1] . A red-black tree is a self-balancing binary search tree that is capable of adding and removing elements in logarithmic time while requiring minimal memory. With these two structures, we can efficiently calculate AUC sequentially on the most recent examples. Algorithm 1 lists the pseudo-code for calculating prequential AUC. Contrary to [9] , here we present an extended version of the algorithm that deals with score ties.
For each incoming labeled example, the score assigned to this example by the classifier is inserted into the window (line 15) as well as the red-black tree (line 10), and if the window of examples has been exceeded, the oldest score is removed (lines 5 and 15). The red-black tree is sorted in descending order according to scores, in case of score ties positives before negatives, and in ascending order according to arrival time. This way, we maintain a structure that facilitates the calculation of AUC and ensures that the oldest score in the sliding window will be promptly found in the red-black tree. After the sliding window and tree have been updated, AUC is calculated by summing the number of positive examples occurring before each negative example (lines [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] and normalizing that value by all possible pairs pn (line 29), where p is the number of positives and n is the number of negatives in the window. This method of calculating AUC, proposed in [48] , is equivalent to summing the area of trapezoids for each pair of sequential points on the ROC curve, but more suitable for our purposes, as it requires very little computation given a sorted collection of scores. We note that in line 26 we take into account score ties between positive and negative examples by reducing the increment of AUC. An example of using a sliding window and a red-black tree is presented in Fig. 2 . Window W contains six examples, all of which are already inserted into the red-black tree. As mentioned earlier, examples in the tree are sorted (depth-first search wise) descending according to scores s, positives before negatives, and ascending according to arrival time t. When a new instance is scored by the classifier (t: 7, l: +, s: 0.80), the oldest instance (t: 1) is removed from the window and the tree. After the new scored example is inserted, AUC is calculated by traversing the tree in a depth-first search manner and counting labels as presented in lines 17-29 of Algorithm 1. In this example, the resulting AUC would be 0.875.
Algorithm 1 Prequential AUC
Although prequential AUC requires a sliding window and is not fully incremental (cannot be computed based solely on its previous value), in [9] , we have shown that the presented algorithm requires O(1) time and memory per example and is, therefore, suitable for data stream processing.
Prequential AUC aims at extending the list of available evaluation measures, particularly for assessing classifiers and detecting drifts in streams with evolving class distributions. However, we must verify if this measure is suitable for visualizing performance changes over time. Furthermore, we are also interested in how averaged prequential AUC relates to AUC calculated periodically on blocks or once over the entire stream. Finally, we must evaluate the newly proposed measure on real-world and synthetic data to verify its processing speed and applicability to large streaming data with different types of drift and imbalance ratios. In the following sections, we examine the aforementioned characteristics of prequential AUC and present the main contributions of this study.
Properties of prequential AUC
We start the study of properties of prequential AUC by comparing it against other attempts at computing AUC on data streams. First, we will compare the differences in visualizations of classifier performance on stationary and drifting streams. In the second part of this section, we will examine the consistency of prequential and block AUC with batch calculations on stationary data.
AUC visualizations over time
As it was mentioned in Sect. 2, there have already been attempts to use AUC as an evaluation measure for data stream classifiers. Some researchers [28, 44] calculated AUC on periodical holdout sets, i.e., consecutive blocks of examples. Others [13, 36] , for experimental purposes, treated small data streams as a single batch of examples and calculated AUC traditionally. Furthermore, there has been a proposal of an algorithm for computing AUC incrementally, instance after instance [5] . With the proposed prequential estimation, this gives in total four ways of evaluating data stream classifiers using AUC: batch, block-based, incremental, and prequential.
Figures 3 and 4 present visualizations of the aforementioned four AUC calculation procedures. More precisely, both plots present the performance of a single Hoeffding Tree classifier [20] on a dataset with 20 k examples created using the RBF generator (the dataset will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 5.2). The first dataset contained no drifts, whereas in the second dataset a sudden drift was added after 10 k examples. Prequential and block AUC were calculated using a window of d = 1000 examples (the impact of the d parameter will be analyzed in Sect. 5.4). It is worth noting that similar comparisons were previously done for incremental and prequential accuracy [21, 33] .
On the stream without any drifts, presented in Fig. 3 , we can see that AUC calculated in blocks or prequentially is less pessimistic than AUC calculated incrementally. This is due to the fact that the true performance of an algorithm at a given point in time is obscured when calculated incrementally-algorithms are punished for early mistakes regardless of the level of performance they are eventually capable of, although this effect diminishes over time. This property has also been noticed by other researchers when visualizing classification accuracy over time [21, 33] . Therefore, if one is interested in the performance of a classifier at a given moment in time, prequential and block AUC give less pessimistic estimates, with prequential calculation producing a much smoother curve. Figure 4 presents the difference between all four AUC calculation methods in the presence of concept drift. As one can see, after a sudden drift occurring after 10 k examples, the change in performance is most visible when looking at prequential AUC over time. AUC calculated on blocks of examples also depicts this change, but delayed according to the block size. However, the most relevant observation is that AUC calculated incrementally is not capable of depicting drifts due to its long "memory" of predictions. For this reason, prequential evaluations should be favored over incremental and block-based assessment in drifting environments where class labels are available after each example [21] .
In summary, on streams without drift prequential AUC provides a smoother and less pessimistic classifier evaluation than block-based and incremental calculations. Furthermore, prequential AUC is best at depicting sudden changes over time. It is also worth emphasizing that incremental and batch AUC calculations are presented here only for reference, as they do not fulfill computational requirements of data stream processing. Based on the presented analysis, we believe that similarly as prequential accuracy should be favored over batch, incremental, and block-based accuracy [21] , prequential AUC should be preferred to batch, block, and incremental AUC when monitoring classifier performance online on drifting data streams.
Prequential AUC averaged over entire streams

Motivation
The above analysis shows that prequential AUC has several advantages when monitored over time, especially in environments with possible concept drifts. However, in many situations, particularly when comparing classifiers over multiple datasets, it is easier to examine simple numeric values rather than entire performance plots. In such cases, researchers are more interested in performance values averaged over entire streams.
As it was shown in Fig. 4 , in the presence of concept drift, prequential AUC is the most appropriate calculation procedure for showcasing reactions to changes, even when averaged over the entire stream. However, if no drifts are expected, AUC calculated traditionally in a batch manner over all examples should give the best performance estimate. This observation stems from the fact that in a stationary stream all examples represent a stationary set of concepts, and therefore, all predictions can be simultaneously taken into account during evaluation. Although the computation of batch AUC is not feasible for large data streams, we are interested in how prequential and block calculations averaged over the entire stream compare to AUC calculated once using all predictions.
First, it is worth noticing that if we simultaneously take all examples into account, their order of appearance does not affect the final batch AUC estimation, as long as an exam- In each of the presented examples, the arrival time of each instance will be denoted by t and scores will be sorted from highest to lowest, left to right. We assume that classifiers are trained to output higher scores for positive examples and lower scores for negative examples. Table 1 presents a stream where two classifiers (C 1 , C 2 ) give the highest score to negative instances (−) and the lowest score to positive instances (+). As a result, batch AUC calculated on the entire dataset at once will be 0.00, regardless of the arrival order of examples. However, if positive and negative instances are clearly separated (e.g., all negative instances appear before all positive, as in C 1 ), averaged AUC calculated in blocks or prequentially with a window of d = 2 instances will give an estimate of 1.00 and 0.93, respectively. Such high estimates are due to the fact that for most window positions all instances have the same class label. On the other hand, if the same examples arrive in a different order (C 2 ), prequential or block AUC with the same window of d = 2 when averaged over the stream will be 0.00 just as batch AUC. Table 2 presents an additional issue. For C 3 batch AUC is 0.57, averaged block AUC is 1.00, and averaged prequential AUC is 0.53. For Classifier 4, on the other hand, batch AUC is 0.00, block AUC 1.00, and prequential AUC 0.93. This shows that prequential AUC does not have to be necessarily higher than batch AUC. It is worth noting, that if the sequence of interleaved positives and negatives for C 4 started with a negative example, block AUC would be 0.00.
The above examples show that depending on the calculation procedure, one can obtain AUC estimates that are far away from each other. This might be beneficial for conceptdrifting streams, but not for stationary distributions. Since we cannot ensure equal prequential, block-based, and batch AUC estimates, we are interested in how different these estimates are on average. More importantly, we are interested in how these differences affect classifier evaluation. To answer these questions, we will use criteria for comparing evaluation measures proposed by Huang and Ling [30] .
Theoretical background
When discussing two different measures f and g used for evaluating two learning algorithms A and B, we want f and g to be consistent with each other. That is, when f shows that algorithm A is better than B, then g will not say B is better than A [30] . Furthermore, if f is more discriminating than g, we expect to see cases where f can tell the difference between A and B but g cannot, but not vice versa. These intuitive descriptions of consistency and discriminancy were made precise by the following definitions [30] . As we have already shown in Tables 1 and 2 , counter examples on strict consistency and discriminancy do exist for average AUC calculated on an entire stream and using blocks or sliding windows. Therefore, it is impossible to prove strict consistency and discriminancy between batch and prequential or block AUC, based on Definitions 1 and 2. In this case, we have to rather consider the degree of being consistent and the degree of being more discriminating. This leads to the definitions of the degree of consistency and degree of discriminancy [30] . 
Definition 3 For two measures f , g and two classifier outputs
As it was suggested by Huang and Ling, two measures should agree on the majority of classifier evaluations to be comparable. Therefore, we require prequential AUC averaged over the entire stream to be C > 0.5 consistent with batch AUC. Furthermore, the degree of discriminancy D shows how many times it is more likely that a given measure can tell the difference between two algorithms, when the other measure cannot. In the following paragraphs, we will say that measures f and g are statistically consistent if C > 0.5 and that measure f is more discriminating than a base measure g if D < 1 [30] .
Since prequential and block AUC are dependent on the ranking of examples, their order in the stream, and the used window size d, it is difficult to formally prove whether they are statistically consistent (C > 0.5) and more discriminating (D < 1) than AUC calculated using the entire stream at once. Therefore, we will use simulations to verify statistical consistency with batch AUC and whether we can decide which calculation procedure is most discriminating. More importantly, empirical evaluations on artificial datasets will give us an insight into the practical degree of consistency and discriminancy for different class imbalance ratios and window sizes.
Simulations
We generate datasets with 4, 6, 8, and 10 examples, which could be ranked by two hypothetical classifiers. · n! such nonrepeating pairs of ranked lists with different example orderings. Due to such a large number of ordering/ranking possibilities, we were only able to exhaustively test datasets up to 10 instances. The three class imbalance ratios were chosen to show performance on a balanced dataset (50%), 1:2 imbalance ratio (34%), and the extreme case of only one positive instance regardless of the dataset size (14%).
We exhaustively compare all orderings of examples for all possible example rankings to verify the degree of consistency and discriminancy for different window sizes d. To obtain the degree of consistency, we count the number of pairs for which "AU C ( Regarding consistency (Tables 3, 4 , 5), the results show that both block-based and prequential AUC have a high percentage of decisions consistent with batch AUC. More precisely, both estimations usually achieve a degree of consistency between 0.80 and 0.90, which is much larger than the required 0.50. However, it is also worth noticing that, for all class imbalance ratios and most window sizes, prequential AUC is more consistent with batch AUC than its block-calculated competitor. What is even more important is that this difference is most apparent for smaller window sizes, where prequential AUC usually has a 0.05 higher degree of consistency. Finally, it is worth noticing that larger windows persistently allow to achieve estimations that are more consistent with batch AUC.
In terms of the degree of discriminancy (Tables 6, 7, 8) , the results vary. For very small window sizes, batch AUC seems to be better at differentiating rankings (D > 1), whereas windows of sizes d > 3 invert this relation (D < 1). However, once again it is worth noticing that prequential AUC is usually more discriminant (has smaller D) than block AUC regardless of the window size or class imbalance ratio. Moreover, higher class imbalance ratios appear to make the differentiation more difficult for prequential and block estimations, especially for smaller window sizes. This is understandable, as with such small datasets, for higher class imbalance ratios only a single positive example is available. If a window is too small compared to the class imbalance ratio, no positive examples are available in a window. This situation is especially visible in the datasets with 14% minority class examples, where for all dataset sizes n the number of positive examples is n p = 1.
A direct conclusion can be drawn from this observation: Window sizes used for prequential (or block) AUC estimations should be large enough to always contain at least one positive example to ensure higher discriminancy. Nevertheless, apart from very small window sizes compared to the class distribution, prequential AUC is comparably discriminant with AUC calculated on the entire stream. Although not presented in this manuscript, the authors also analyzed the measures' indifference (ratio of cases where neither of the measures can differ- Table 3 Degree of consistency with batch-calculated AUC for balanced datasets (50% both classes) Table 4 Degree of consistency with batch-calculated AUC for imbalanced datasets (34% minority class) Table 5 Degree of consistency with batch-calculated AUC for imbalanced datasets (14% minority class) entiate two distinct rankings [30] ), which remained very small throughout all window sizes and class imbalance ratios. 1 Apart from the number of ranking pairs where prequential or block estimations are consistent or more discriminating than batch AUC, one may be interested in the absolute difference between the values of these estimations. To verify these differences, we have calculated and plotted the values of p AUC(a)−AU C(a) and b AUC(a)−AU C(a) for the three analyzed class imbalance ratios. Due to space limitations, Figs. 5 and 6 present these differences only for the balanced datasets. 2 The left-hand side of each figure presents a three-dimensional plot, where the x-axis denotes the difference between prequential (or block) AUC and batch AUC, the y-axis describes window sizes, and the z-axis shows the number of rankings for which a given difference was observed. The right-hand side of each figure shows a two-dimensional top view of the same plot. The left plots are intended to demonstrate the dominating difference values and their variation for each window size. It is also worth noticing that these plots usually demonstrate peaks around the 0.0 difference. The right plots, on the other hand, clearly show the range of possible differences for each window size.
Table 6
Degree of discriminancy compared to batch-calculated AUC for balanced datasets (50% both classes) Table 7 Degree of discriminancy compared to batch-calculated AUC for imbalanced datasets (34% minority class) Table 8 Degree of discriminancy compared to batch-calculated AUC for imbalanced datasets (14% minority class) As Fig. 5 shows, most prequential estimates of AUC are very close to AUC calculated on the entire dataset. As it was observed for all three class imbalance ratios, one can notice single points above the bell curve directly above the zero difference value. This showcases that the most common difference between batch and prequential AUC is zero. This is not Looking at the two-dimensional plots, it is worth noticing that for small window sizes (small compared to the class imbalance ratio) prequential AUC gives a more optimistic estimate compared to batch AUC. This issue is related to that of lower discriminancy for small windows or high class imbalance ratios (plots for the 14% minority class dataset have much fewer distinct points 2 ). When there are no positive examples in the window, AUC for that window is equal to 1, which can lead to overestimating AUC over time. However, as the plots show, larger windows clearly mitigate this problem. The two-dimensional plots also show that, compared to prequential computation, block-based calculations are more prone to over-and under-estimation of AUC.
Summary of results
The above analyses have shown that prequential AUC averaged over time is highly consistent and comparably discriminant to AUC calculated on the entire stream. We have also seen that the absolute difference between these two measures is small for most example orderings. Furthermore, we have noticed that the window size used for prequential calculation should be large enough to contain a sufficient number of positive examples at all time, to avoid overly optimistic AUC estimates and, as an effect, low discriminancy. Finally, prequential AUC proved to be more consistent, more discriminant, and closer in terms of absolute values to batch AUC than block-calculated AUC.
Processing speed, parameter sensitivity, and classifier evaluation
In this section, we experimentally evaluate prequential AUC on real and synthetic data streams. The proposed measure is first analyzed in terms of its processing time and compared with the Kappa statistic (κ) [2] . Next, we check the sensitivity of the proposed measure with respect to the window size d. Finally, we conduct experiments that compare how prequential AUC, accuracy, recall, G-mean, κ, and κ m [4] evaluate classifiers on imbalanced data streams with various types of drift.
Experimental setup
For experiments comparing prequential AUC with other evaluation measures, we used six commonly analyzed data stream classifiers [11, 14, 20] : -Naive Bayes (NB), -Hoeffding Tree (HT), -Hoeffding Tree with ADWIN (HT ADWIN ), -Online Bagging (Bag), -Accuracy Updated Ensemble (AUE), -Selectively Recursive Approach (SERA).
Naive Bayes was chosen as a probabilistic classifier without any forgetting mechanism. The Hoeffding Tree was selected as a single stream classifier without (HT) and with a drift detector (HT ADWIN ). The last three algorithms are ensemble classifiers representing: an online approach (Bag), a block-based approach with forgetting (AUE), and a dynamic block-based oversampling method designed for imbalanced streams (SERA).
All the algorithms and evaluation methods were implemented in Java as part of the MOA framework [3] . The experiments were conducted on a machine equipped with a dual-core Intel i7-2640M CPU, 2.8 GHz processor and 16 GB of RAM. For all the ensemble methods (Bag, AUE, SERA) we used 10 Hoeffding Trees as base learners, each with a grace period n min = 100, split confidence δ = 0.01, and tie-threshold ψ = 0.05 [20] . AUE and SERA were set to create new components every d = 1000 examples.
Datasets
In experiments comparing prequential AUC with accuracy, recall, G-mean, and the Kappa statistic, we used 4 real and 13 synthetic datasets. 3 For the real-world datasets we chose four data streams which are commonly used as benchmarks [8, 25, 34, 43] . More precisely, we chose Airlines (Air) and Electricity (Elec) as examples of fairly balanced datasets, and KDDCup and PAKDD as examples of moderately imbalanced datasets. It is worth noting that we used the smaller version of the KDDCup dataset and transformed it into a binary classification problem, by combining every class other than "NORMAL" into one "ATTACK" class.
Synthetic datasets were created using custom stream generators prepared for this study. The Ratio datasets are designed to test classifier performance under different imbalance ratios without drift. Examples from the minority class create a five-dimensional sphere, whereas majority class examples are uniformly distributed outside that sphere. The Dis datasets are created in a similar manner, but the minority class is fragmented into spherical subclusters (playing the role of small disjuncts [32] ). Datasets Dis 2 , Dis 3 , Dis 5 have 2, 3, and 5 clusters, respectively. In the AppDis datasets, every stream begins with a single welldefined cluster, and additional clusters are added as the stream progresses. New disjuncts appear suddenly in negative class space after 40 k (AppDis 2,3,5 ), 50 k (AppDis 3,5 ), 60 and 70 k (AppDis 5 ) examples. In static data mining, the problem of small disjuncts is known to be more problematic than class imbalance per se [32] , however, to the best of our knowledge this issue has not been analyzed in stream classification. Datasets MinMaj, Gradual RC , Sudden RC contain class ratio changes over time. In MinMaj the negative class abruptly becomes the minority; such a virtual drift relates to a problem recently discussed in [46] . Sudden RC was created using a modified version of the SEA generator [42] and contained three sudden class ratio changes (1:1/1:100/1:10/1:1) appearing every 25 k examples. Analogously, Gradual RC uses a modified Hyperplane generator [45] and simulates a continuous ratio change from 1:1 to 1:100 throughout the entire stream. We note that Ratio, Dis, AppDis, and MinMaj are unevenly imbalanced, i.e., for a class ratio of 1:99 a positive example can occur less (or more) frequently than every 100 examples. Additionally, two small data streams created using the RBF generator [3] (RBF 20k , RBF 20kSD ) were used to showcase the evaluation speed of prequential AUC. The characteristics of all the datasets are given in Table 9 .
Prequential AUC evaluation time
Some researchers have argued that AUC is too computationally expensive to be used for evaluating data stream classifiers. In particular, the inability to calculate AUC efficiently made authors suggest, for example, that "the Kappa statistic is more appropriate for data streams than a measure such as the area under the ROC curve" [2] . Therefore, to verify whether AUC calculated prequentially overcomes these limitations, we compare its processing time with that of the Kappa statistic. We have already noted in Sect. 3 that the time required per example to calculate prequential AUC is constant; however, we want to also calculate evaluation time on a concrete data stream.
We examine the average evaluation time required per example for two small data streams: one without drift (RBF 20k ) and one with a single sudden drift (RBF 20kSD ). We use the MOA framework to compare the time required to evaluate a single Hoeffding Tree using both measures. 4 The calculation of the measures does not depend on the number of attributes, and therefore, we evaluate their running time only on two datasets averaged over ten runs. Table 10 presents evaluation time per example using prequential AUC and prequential Kappa (κ) on a window of d = 1000 examples (an identical window size was used in [2] ).
As results in Table 10 show, evaluation using prequential AUC is only slightly slower than using the Kappa statistic on both datasets. The difference is very small and proportionally AUC is 0.57% slower for RBF 20k and 0.79% for RBF 20kSD . This difference could be larger for a larger window size; however, due to the properties of red-black trees, it would grow logarithmically. It is also worth noting that in these experiments, the difference between prequential AUC and the Kappa statistic may be obscured by the time required to train and test the classifier. However, this only shows that the evaluation time for both measures is comparably small even when related to the classification time of a single Hoeffding Tree.
As the described experiments show, prequential AUC offers similar evaluation time compared to the Kappa statistic for a window size of d = 1000 examples. Furthermore, this difference can grow only logarithmically for larger window sizes. Thus, prequential AUC should not be deemed too computationally expensive for evaluating data stream classifiers. This stands in contrast to AUC calculated on entire streams and is one of the key features making prequential AUC applicable to real-world data streams.
Parameter sensitivity
In many data stream mining algorithms, the sliding window size is a parameter which strongly influences the performance of the algorithm [20, 45] . Therefore, we decided to verify the impact of using different window sizes d for calculating prequential AUC. Table 11 presents the average prequential AUC of a Hoeffding Tree on different datasets while using d ∈ [100; 5000].
Additionally, in Fig. 7 we present a box plot summarizing the differences in averaged AUC estimates for different window sizes. The plot was created by, first calculating average prequential AUC on each dataset over all window sizes, and later calculating and plotting the differences between the general mean and the value obtained for a certain d. Table 11 , one can see that differences in each row are very small. The box plot in Fig. 7 confirms this observation and shows that all but one value are within 3% from the mean value on each dataset. The biggest deviations were obtained for window sizes d ∈ {100, 200} on Ratio 0199 and PAKDD datasets. PAKDD is the hardest of the analyzed datasets and requires larger windows for better AUC estimates. Ratio 0199 , on the other analysis performed in Sect. 4, where we noted that the window size should be large enough to incorporate at least one positive example at all times. In terms of other dependencies upon d, as discussed in previous sections the memory required to calculate AUC grows linearly to d, whereas the processing time for single example grows logarithmically with respect to d. Due to the small dependency upon d in terms of AUC estimation, in the remaining experiments we decided to use d = 1000 as a value with low variance, relatively low time and memory consumption, and one that was often proposed in other studies [2, 21, 45] . However, as the presented results show, using any window size from the analyzed range would yield very similar results.
Comparison of imbalanced stream evaluation measures
We experimentally compared classifier evaluations performed using prequentially calculated accuracy (Acc.), AUC, G-mean (G μ ), Cohen's Kappa (κ), Kappa M (κ m ), and positive class recall (Rec.). For this purpose we tested six classifiers: NB, Bag, HT, HT ADWIN , AUE, and SERA. The results were obtained using a sliding window of d = 1000 examples [2, 21] and by sampling performance values every 100 examples. Tables 12, 13 and 14 present average  results for all six measures. Comparing performance values on all datasets, one can notice that all classifiers showcase high accuracy. This is caused mainly by the fact that practically all datasets are highly imbalanced and even a simple majority stub would yield high accuracies. The remaining five measures are better at differentiating classifier performance and showcasing difficulties in the datasets. Another observation worth noting is that G-mean, κ, κ m , and recall show similar values for consecutive datasets. For example, with growing class imbalance between the Ratio datasets (from 1:1 to 1:99), values of all four aforementioned measures systematically drop. AUC, on the other hand, performs differently. This is the result of AUC being a measure that assesses the ranking capabilities of a classifier. On datasets where the classifiers rank most examples correctly (Ratio, Dis, AppDis, MinMaj) AUC reports values similar to accuracy. On the other hand, on datasets where the classifiers are unable to correctly rank examples (Gradual RC , Sudden RC , PAKDD) AUC values are lower than accuracy. This phenomenon is known from static data mining, where it was reported that AUC and accuracy are consistent measures, with AUC being more discriminating on some datasets [30] .
To obtain a broader view of how each of the analyzed measures assessed the classifiers, we performed a Friedman test with Nemenyi post-hoc analysis [12] . The resulting mean ranks are presented in Table 15 , whereas critical distance plots are available in Appendix B in the supplementary materials.
The null hypothesis that all the classifiers perform similarly was rejected for each measure with p < 0.001. Results based on G-mean and κ showcase SERA as the best classifier. Similarly, SERA is second best according to accuracy, AUC, κ m , and recall, outperformed only three times by Bag and HT ADWIN , respectively. Indeed, SERA is the only tested algorithm designed specifically for imbalanced streams, one which oversamples positive examples from previous data chunks. However, Figure S5 in the supplementary materials shows that groups of classifiers which are not significantly different (at α = 0.05) are distinct for each measure. We can see that AUE is ranked fairly high according to accuracy and κ m , but no so according to the remaining measures. We also note that HT ADWIN , which is the only algorithm with active drift detection, achieved highest mean rank reported using recall, but was ranked much lower by other measures.
Differences between the analyzed measures were also visible on charts depicting performance over time. Figure 8 presents selected plots, which best characterize the differences between all the analyzed measures. We note that the presented line charts were smoothed with Bezier curves to make the plots less noisy. Figure 8a , b compares evaluations of HT on a balanced and imbalanced stream. We can see that the biggest difference involves recall, which changes from almost perfect on the balanced dataset to the second lowest statistic on the imbalanced one. Moreover, because the concept generating the examples did not change, rankings produced by classifiers remained similar and AUC remained at a high level, whereas measures that count crisp misclassifications changed their absolute values.
Looking at Fig. 8c , one can notice that the Naive Bayes algorithm has difficulties in adapting to new minority class subclusters that appear after 40 k examples. SERA has a similar problem because it oversamples positive examples by selecting the most similar ones from previous data chunks, which become outdated when the minority class is split. This shows that recursive oversampling algorithms proposed for data streams could be improved to take into account appearing subconcepts. Figure 8d additionally exemplifies that an algorithm can adapt its ranking model fairly quickly (AUC), but due to static decision thresholds requires more examples to offer better minority class predictions (κ, κ m , G-mean, recall). In other words, according to AUC, SERA recovered from the drift very quickly, but the threshold converting example scores into crisp classifications ruled out many correct minority class predictions. Therefore, it would be interesting to consider decision thresholds dynamically tuned in the event of concept drift. Figure 8e shows that all measures except accuracy are capable of depicting sudden class ratio changes over time. Similar observations were made for gradual ratio changes (Gradual RC ). Finally, Fig. 8f shows that accuracy, κ, and κ m are sensitive to minoritymajority class swaps. Conversely, recall and G-mean report the improving positive class predictions, whereas AUC shows that ranking performance, and thus probably the class boundaries, did not change. Figure 8f constitutes an example of the complementary properties of the analyzed measures.
Conclusions and outlook
In case of static data, AUC is one of the most popular measures for evaluating classifiers, both on balanced and imbalanced classes. However, due to its computational costs, until now AUC has not been successfully adapted to data stream mining. To overcome these limitations, in [9] we proposed an efficient algorithm which calculates AUC with forgetting on evolving data streams, by using a sorted tree structure with a sliding window. In this paper, we investigated the basic properties of the resulting evaluation measure, called prequential AUC, in the context of data stream classification.
Below, we summarize the main findings of this study:
-Prequential AUC was compared with earlier, limited attempts to calculate AUC for data streams. As a result, prequential AUC was found to give less pessimistic estimations and, therefore, preferable to batch, incremental, and block AUC estimations for streams with concept drifts. -The proposed measure was found to be statistically consistent and comparably discriminant with AUC calculated on stationary data. -Prequential AUC was also positively evaluated in terms of processing speed. This stands in contrast to batch-calculated AUC, and is one of the key features making prequential AUC applicable to real-world streams. -The window size used for calculating AUC with forgetting was found to have negligible impact on the resulting AUC estimation. -We performed a comparative study of prequential accuracy, AUC, Kappa, Kappa M, Gmean, and recall. On a set of imbalanced data streams with various difficulty factors, the analyzed measures reacted differently to drifts and showcased characteristic properties concerning: focus on one or both classes, sensitivity to class ratio changes or minoritymajority class swaps, ranking and crisp classification assessment.
The conclusions drawn in this paper can have important implications in evaluating and designing data stream classifiers. Prequential AUC can be considered an additional tool for comparing online learning algorithms on evolving data, especially ranking classifiers. This can help open new studies, as the topics of ranking or probability calibration have still not be thoroughly tackled in the context of evolving streams. Furthermore, the adaptation of AUC for data streams opens questions about the possibility of introducing other ranking measures, such as the H-measure, or in-depth ROC analysis to data stream mining. Our future studies, already in progress, will also deal with the impact of additional class imbalance difficulty factors [38] on stream classifiers. By analyzing ratio changes, small disjuncts, majority class swaps, borderline examples, rare cases, outliers, and possible drifts between these classes, we aim to create a complex testbed for algorithms learning from imbalanced streams. Jerzy Stefanowski is an Associate Professor in the Institute of Computing Science, Poznan University of Technology. He received the Ph.D. and Habilitation degrees in computer science from this university. His research interests include machine learning, data mining and intelligent decision support-in particular rule induction, multiple classifiers, class imbalance, data preprocessing, and handling uncertainty in data.
